It is pointed out that these shafts may be compared to built-up veneer with its well known "springy" qualities and they should not be confused with lap-welded pipes which are cheaper than seamless tubes.

Crawford, McGregor & Canby announce a new stream-lined wood head designed by Fred Grieve, pro at the Leewood CC, Tuckahoe, N. Y. Of this club H. B. Canby, McGregor's president, says:

"Stream-lining is accomplished by beveling of toe and heel. This permits concentration of extra weight behind the point of impact where it should be. The head is designed so that the distribution of weight throughout assures proper face alignment at impact. This feature eliminates the tendency for the club face to either open or close as so often the case.

"Furthermore, the club-head is designed to give more power. This added power is the result of increased head velocity at the moment of impact. The stream-lined beveled toe and sole offer distinct advantages on the two, three and four wood clubs," Mr. Canby said. "This stream-lining enables the player to get the ball up by hitting cleaner shots. Also it gives him better control. The head design is particularly effective in the case of close or cuppy lies, as it enables the player to hit through cleanly."

Al and Abe Espinosa have designed a pro line for P. Goldsmith & Sons Co., of Cincinnati which will mark Goldsmith's debut in the pro field. Details of the line are not available for official release but showings of experimental models promise some distinctive clubs. Merchandising of this pro line will be under the direction of Walter Ring, widely known in the pro field and for a number of years connected with Wilson's and L. A. Young Golf Co.

NEW ROSEMAN TRACTOR HAS MANY FEATURES

Evanston, Ill.—Removable sides on dump body is a feature of Roseman's new tractor. It is pointed out that these shafts may be compared to built-up veneer with its well known "springy" qualities and they should not be confused with lap-welded pipes which are cheaper than seamless tubes.

Removable sides on dump body is a feature of Roseman's new tractor.

Crawford, McGregor & Canby announce a new stream-lined wood head designed by Fred Grieve, pro at the Leewood CC, Tuckahoe, N. Y. Of this club H. B. Canby, McGregor's president, says:

"Stream-lining is accomplished by beveling of toe and heel. This permits concentration of extra weight behind the point of impact where it should be. The head is designed so that the distribution of weight throughout assures proper face alignment at impact. This feature eliminates the tendency for the club face to either open or close as so often the case.

"Furthermore, the club-head is designed to give more power. This added power is the result of increased head velocity at the moment of impact. The stream-lined beveled toe and sole offer distinct advantages on the two, three and four wood clubs," Mr. Canby said. "This stream-lining enables the player to get the ball up by hitting cleaner shots. Also it gives him better control. The head design is particularly effective in the case of close or cuppy lies, as it enables the player to hit through cleanly."

Al and Abe Espinosa have designed a pro line for P. Goldsmith & Sons Co., of Cincinnati which will mark Goldsmith's debut in the pro field. Details of the line are not available for official release but showings of experimental models promise some distinctive clubs. Merchandising of this pro line will be under the direction of Walter Ring, widely known in the pro field and for a number of years connected with Wilson's and L. A. Young Golf Co.

BARROWS GRASS NURSERIES SEEK PATENT ON NEW BENT

Minneapolis, Minn.—A new creeping bent, with texture and density comparable with velvet bents, and claimed by E. M. Barrows of the Barrows Grass Nurseries, 624 Baker Building, to possess characteristics that make this variety the nearest approach yet to a perfect putting grass, has just been announced. A plant patent on this new variety, called Northland bent, is being sought.

In applying for the patent, it was necessary to compare the new bent with several standard varieties and to prove the increased density of this new one. Under direction of Prof. A. H. Larsen of the Univ. of Minnesota, plugs were taken of each grass and the number of separate branches on the plants in each were counted. In 1¼ in. plugs, Northland bent had 402 branches, velvet bent 435, metropolitan 334, Vermont 256 and Washington 281.

For a full report on Northland bent, write the nurseries for an interesting new bulletin.

STUMPP & WALTER CAUTIONS SEED SUPPLY MAY VANISH

New York City—Stumpp & Walter Co., 132 Church St., calls attention to the fact that, while the drought reduced the available quantity of grass seeds, and has increased prices, it is in a position to look forward to 1935 with every confidence, so far as stocks of grass seeds are concerned, to meet a normal demand.

"That a normal demand will exist we